A bilingual Bible featuring the Spanish RVR 1960 translation and English HCSB translation. Includes 9 point type size and gift box.

My Personal Review:
I am in the midst of taking a Spanish class, because I converse with people in Central America on Facebook and in South America via letter. I also teach ESL Spanish students math and English when they come to my GED class. This Bible has helped me learn words. I think the pages are much thicker than the Zondervan Bibles. I wonder if it would have been better to purchase the NIV or RSV, as that is the version I now have in my home, except for my compact HCSB. I love my compact HCSB and was hoping this one would be a little smaller and lighter, so I only gave it four stars. I would have prefered a maroon-crimson color. Also, it would be nice to have tabled indexes on the side just to make it easier to flip to the chapters, but Bibles seem to lack these tabs now. I guess since I know the books it doesn't really matter. The lines match up perfectly and the translation seems to be spot on...I am just more used to a different translation. Overall, I would highly recommend this Bible to anyone who wishes to learn about God, teach about God and worship God.
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